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Background 
Currently, the Hong Kong extradition bill protests stand as one of the most controversial              
issues on the global stage, being one of the most violent, high-profile demonstrations of              
the 21st century. According to the Straits Times (2019), many Hong Kong citizens see              
the bill as a pro-China move by the Hong Kong legislature, which challenges the              
sovereignty of Hong Kong, even as a Special Administrative Region (SAR), which has             
angered many Hong Kongians, especially fresh graduates and those of the more            
youthful generation, who have taken it to the streets to express said sentiments. The              
extent of protesters’ actions and countermeasures taken by governments have raised           
eyebrows concerning human rights issues and the influence of China over Hong Kong’s             
domestic affairs (Welle, 2019). Regardless, it has received large media coverage from            
news agencies both domestically and internationally. Needless to say, this issue has            
drawn the attention of many world leaders and nations. Particularly, the US had passed              
the Hong Kong Human Rights and Democracy Act of 2019 (H.R.3289), which reaffirms             
“Hong Kong's status under U.S. law and imposes sanctions on those responsible for             
human rights violations in Hong Kong” despite the issue being of no direct relevance to               
America. In response, the Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs stated that “the US has              
been disregarding facts and distorting truth,” and such an act “is also in serious violation               
of international law and basic norms governing international relations”. Withstanding          
longstanding tensions, US-China relations are becoming increasingly tense.  
 
Much of this information is disseminated via the media, particularly news and social             
media. With rapidly increasing attention being paid to these protests, news coverage            
also increases exponentially. However, with many countries having varying takes on the            
issue, particularly the US, China and Hong Kong, their respective political agendas are             
imposed upon the media representation of the same series of events. Through the             
implicit or explicit expression of certain biases, the media is used to illustrate a common               
view on the state of matters; one that fosters a collective “Us” against “Them” mindset               
(Van Dijk, 2014). But even intrastate media sources may have differing ideological            
slants based on their respective editors’ and journalists’ personal biases (Golez &            
Karapandza, 2019). Therefore, with the blurring lines between fact and opinion, readers            
may find it hard to differentiate between the two. 
 



 

Rationale 
This study aims to examine the stances taken by various news sources in accordance              
with their editorial leanings through Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) combined with            
In-group–Out-group Bias (IOB) as a secondary analytical lens.  
 
The power wielded by the news is undeniable. However, in the modern day, news              
outlets’ outreach has been exponentially expanded by widespread use of social media            
as a means of sharing and receiving information. With 3.8 Billion users worldwide, its              
annual user growth rate stands at 9.2% (Hootsuite, 2020). In March 2011, large news              
outlets including The Times, Guardian and BBC had received a 10.29%, 8.61% and             
8.54% increase in traffic from articles shared on Facebook respectively (Newman,           
2011). Despite its influence, news outlets rarely present facts as they are; journalists             
often include a personal slant in their reporting to add more ‘flavour’, to better ‘captivate’               
and ‘entertain’ readers to appeal to a greater audience (Teo, 2002). Because of biased              
news reporting, people form ill-informed impressions of people or events, which, on a             
macro-level, can lead to significant outcomes. For instance, a study found that the             
inherent reporting bias in popular American news outlet Fox News effected a            
persuasion rate of 7.9% on the US Senate elections, which “indicate[s] sizable            
persuasive effects of the media” (DellaVigna & Kaplan, 2007). Therefore, it is important             
to neutralise these drawbacks through CDA of these broadsheets to understand the            
extent of the manifestation of underlying political slants in published articles. 
 
Specific to the Hong Kong protests, the issue is extremely polarised in terms of the state                
and peoples’ interests, as well as external pressure. Furthermore, protesters have been            
getting increasingly violent, even going on arson sprees against mainland-linked          
buildings and stores (SCMP, 2019). Withstanding such high stakes and the highly            
emotion-driven nature of the issue, biases in domestic reporting of the government’s            
actions, riots, brutality and all other related issues will have a huge sway on protesters’               
sentiments towards the government and therefore affecting their actions. Foreign          
reporting on the issue will influence external parties’ view of it. Whether the police              
violence is justified or condemned lies in how said third-parties view the issue.             
Therefore, whether action will be taken by the public and state bodies also lies in the                
hands of media portrayal of these events.  
 
To examine the various stances manifested through media discourse, we shall adopt            
CDA to assess cardinal trends across broadsheets. We believe it will bear fruit as              
similar work has been previously conducted, where “in an analysis of the media             
accounts of the “riots” during a minority festival, the responsibility of the authorities and              
especially of the police in such violence may be systematically de-emphasized by            



 

defocusing… that is, by leaving agency and responsibility implicit” (Van Dijk, 2015, p.             
359). By identifying liberal or conservative slants in each broadsheet, hopefully their            
respective subscribers will recognise that they may be seeing the issue from a             
one-sided perspective and correct their impressions by diversifying their sources of           
information. Ultimately, readers will be more acute in their discernment between facts            
and opinions and form informed opinions of the matter. 
 
Literature Review 
As this study analyses corpora compiled from news articles, it will use CDA as its               
primary research framework (Fowler, Hodge, Kress, Roger & Trew, 1977). CDA is the              
“qualitative analytical approach for critically describing, interpreting, and explaining the          
ways in which discourses construct, maintain, and legitimize social inequalities”,          
premised on the assumption that our choice of words are always purposeful, conscious             
or unconscious (Mullet, 2018, p.166). It stems from critical linguistics – a subsection of              
discourse analysis that explains the reason and means behind certain discourses. A            
“critical approach to discourse analysis” places more concentration on data-based          
reasoning focused on the issue in question (Teo, 2000). Despite being a relatively new              
field of study, it has gained increasing popularity in analysing large texts and has              
various applications in semantic analysis, drama scripts, news articles, speeches          
etcetera. Furthermore, it produces empirical, quantitative results that insofar as explains           
socio-political trends and characteristics, fleshing out the tightly-knitted relationship         
between discourse structure and “power and dominance in society” (Van Dijk, 2015).            
Van Dijk (2015) also states that those in power can (and do) manipulate the flow and                
interpretation of information through passive control via media representation. It is done            
not only by content filtration, but also subliminal details like “meaning, choice or form”              
and lexical preferences. Therefore, it is necessary to critically analyse political           
discourse, particularly media discourse, on key issues to unveil ideological overtones           
hidden between the lines. 
 
To streamline the scope of study, we employ IOB, a means of political discourse, as a                
secondary analytical framework. IOB states that in-group members are often favoured           
over out-group members because of the formation of cultural groups which causes            
respective members of each group to form an identity (Akert, Aronson & Wilson, 2010).              
Proponents of this theory state that members of an in-group would strive for a positive               
self-concept, that is, positive distinctiveness. Hence, strategies are adopted especially          
by low-status members in pursuit of positive distinctiveness. One such strategy is Social             
Competition, where an in-group seeks positive distinctiveness via direct competition          
with an out-group on a common value dimension in the form of in-group favouritism              
(Tajfel & Turner, 1979). Simply put, people often seek social validation by comparing             



 

their cultural groups to others on common, existing criteria in an inherently biased             
manner. One way in which IOB manifests itself is through Confirmation Bias (CB). CB              
refers to the looking for, interpretation and recording of information in a manner that              
systematically impedes the possibility of a hypothesis being rejected (Grosjean &           
Oswald, 2004). Ergo, CB leads to readers favouring content that supports their view             
rather than proposing an opposing one. In the context of IOB, in-group members will              
favour content that supports the general view of the in-group and that which denounces              
the out-groups’ views. Conversely, content which does not follow the general in-group            
attitude is often overlooked or rejected. For example, Oxford researchers found that            
German voters in the Federal Elections 2013 favoured content that was           
attitude-consistent, governed by the principle of CB (Donsbach, Johnson,         
Knobloch-Westerwick, Mothes & Westerwick, 2015). As seen, to appeal to readers’           
pre-existing sentiments, news outlets are likely to push out content that confirms their             
view to attract readers seeking validation rather than the plain truth. 
 
Scope of Research 
Hypothesis 
In-group–Out-group Bias is present in mainstream media representation of the Hong           
Kong protests in China and Hong Kong, which take advantage of Confirmation Bias in a               
bid to appeal to readers and bolster their respective ideological stances. 
 
Research Parameters 
To verify the aforementioned hypothesis, this study will adopt two sub-questions: 

i. How differently do conservative and liberal Hong Kong news sources portray the            
protests in their broadsheets? 

ii. How differently do Hong Kong and Chinese news sources portray the protests in             
their broadsheets and is there an obvious presence of IOB? 

 
Methodology 
Research Framework 
This study adopts an inductive CDA of general corpus properties. Hence, it will “let the               
corpus suggest patterns” for a corpus-driven statistical analysis (Ooi, 2010). This           
approach was chosen over a deductive approach because it provides empirical backing            
with clear directions, allowing us to draw formerly unconsidered conclusions that better            
explain the phenomenon in question. For every corpus compared, they will be            
compared by their N-gram pattern and predominant semantic domains respectively (as           
detailed in ‘Quantitative Methods’ subsection below). The software used to facilitate said            
analysis will be Wmatrix (Rayson, 2018). 
 



 

To study the differences in portrayal between conservative and liberal Hong Kong            
media, the news sources chosen to represent each ideology are The Standard and             
South China Morning Post (SCMP) respectively – the two most popular English            
newspapers in Hong Kong. 20 news articles regarding the protests from June 2019 to              
February 2020 will be chosen from each outlet, with an equal number of articles              
focusing on police and protester violence, forming two distinct corpora (Bednarek,           
2006). 
 
To study the differences in portrayal between Mainland Chinese and Hong Kong media,             
the former shall be represented by a 40-article corpus, drawing 20 articles from             
People’s Daily and China Daily each; under each broadsheet, a selection process            
similar that referenced above shall be utilised. As all these news sources are             
state-owned, they will not vary much in political stance hence an intrastate comparison             
of news reporting is not required. To represent Hong Kong media, a 40-article corpus              
will be compiled by combining both corpora from the previous sub-study. 
 
Quantitative Methods 
Often, authors have recurring tendencies in their choice of words. These include not just              
the tendency to use a specific word or phrase, but also its synonyms and others that                
share similar semantics. For this study, Wmatrix’s preinstalled tagging system will be            
used to semantically-tag said words to classify them under their respective semantic            
domains. From the uniform distribution, their Keyness values will be derived and 10 key              
N-grams will be compared in terms of their Keyness (i.e. Log-Likelihood (LL)) value,             
followed by a Keyword-In-Context (KWIC) analysis. The standard of statistical          
significance is LL ≥ 6.63.  
 
Next, we must determine the overall tone of the corpus; that is, what is the overarching                
semantic domain of the article Ultimately, this will qualitatively determine whether the            
corpus is biased. For this study, the uniform distribution of semantic tags will be derived.               
From it, its LL value will be derived and compared akin to that applied in the analysis of                  
N-grams as aforementioned. Thereafter, the top 5 semantic domains in terms of            
Keyness value shall be tested for significance of difference by calculating the Log-Ratio             
(LR); where the greater the LR, the more significant the results are (Hardie, 2014). 
 
Results & Analysis 
Research Question 1 
How differently do conservative and liberal Hong Kong news sources portray the            
protests in their broadsheets? 
 



 

 
 
From the table, we can draw several inferences. Firstly, ‘Vandalism’ and ‘Terrorism’,            
which suggests aggression on the protesters’ part, is intentionally used more frequently            
by the coservative corpus than its liberal counterpart, whereas the opposite is observed             
for ‘Force’ and ‘Injured’, which is often used in reference to the police’s use of violence                
or coercion and the resultant harm done to protesters. Through the emphasis on the              
violence used by the opposing party, each corpus highlights to readers that the             
opponent is uncivil and unethical, resorting to brute force as a means of driving their               
goal. Hence, it becomes apparent that the conservative and liberal media are            
propagating the state’s and the protesters’ causes respectively. 
 
Secondly, the conservative corpus intentionally uses ‘Extradition’ and ‘Carrie_Lam’         
more frequently. This suggests that the conservative corpus largely regards the protests            
as a political issue rather than a social one, because it implicitly attributes the protests –                
and its aftermaths – to the political causes by placing heavier emphasis on political              
figures and issues, being Director Lam and the extradition bill respectively. Conversely,            
one can infer that the liberal corpus shifts its focus away from the political roots of the                 
issue, and focuses more on the protests and their inherent problem; viewing the             
protests through a social lens rather than a political one. A similar pattern is observed               
for ‘Ordinance’ and ‘Government’ – terms that point towards the state and the political              



 

aspect of matters. Therefore, one can infer that the conservative corpus understates the             
social impact of the issue, whereas its liberal counterpart places greater emphasis on it. 
 
Lastly, and most interestingly, ‘Radical’ and ‘Condemned’ have similar Uniform          
Distribution and LL values for both corpora. This may suggest that neither corpus tries              
to downplay the protesters’ untamed and unethical means of protest, nor the negative             
reactions of third-parties towards their actions. While this is expected for the            
conservative corpus, which we hypothesised would paint protesters’ in a negative light,            
the same cannot be said for the liberal corpus. This suggests that the liberal corpus,               
despite its political slant, tries to adopt a balanced approach towards the issue by              
pointing out the wrongfulness in protesters’ actions as well. 
 
Hereinbelow are extracts from a KWIC analysis of each corpus: 
 
Extract 1.1a - ‘protesters’ from Hong Kong Conservative corpus 

 
  



 

Extract 1.1b - ‘protesters’ from Hong Kong Liberal corpus 

 
 
As mentioned, terms that suggest disapproval of protesters’ actions and cause, such as             
‘radical’, are recurring terms in both corpora. In fact, they appear more frequently in the               
liberal corpus, which includes other similar adjectives like ‘hard-core’. The conservative           
corpus tends to stress the extent of protesters’ brutality, using terms like ‘raw violence’              
and ‘attacked’ to describe their aggression. Such is seen in the liberal corpus too, which               
used ‘extreme violence’ to describe their behaviour, but less often. However, despite            
such similarities, both corpora differ in their reporting of reactions to the protests. The              
conservative corpus only reported negative reactions, such as ‘The Liaisons Office’           
claiming ‘protesters tore down their so-called peacefu[l, rational and non-violent          
masks]’. It added the protesters’ ‘raw violence stuns world’, and that ‘[mainland netizens             
also jumped on the ba]ndwagon to condemn’ protesters. Although the liberal corpus did             
publish adverse reactions, it also included positive reactions, reporting that several           
parties, like a supposed ‘Lam’ and ‘a group of activists’, ‘support’ the protesters.             
Cumulatively, we can conclude that while the conservative corpus denounce the           
protesters however possible, its liberal counterpart reports events, and their aftereffects,           
as candidly as possible.  
 
  



 

Extract 1.2a - ‘Police’ from Hong Kong Conservative corpus 

 
 
Extract 1.2b - ‘Police’ from Hong Kong Liberal corpus 

 
 



 

Each corpus paints the police in very different lights. The conservative corpus tries to              
invoke sympathy for the police while instigating censure against the protesters. This is             
achieved through explicit depiction, with the use of ‘...used lethal weapons against            
police’ and ‘...dangerous tools to attack police’ to highlight the protesters’ excessive            
aggression and therein prompt readers to be sympathetic to the ‘injured police’, who are              
on the receiving end of such violence. Moreover, although in one instance it             
acknowledges that the police uses ‘excessive force’, it largely glorifies the police by             
reporting affirmative opinions of their actions, such as ‘...expressed full confidence in the             
police’, ‘Pro-Beijing camp says police shooting justified’, ‘ [lawm]akers said they firmly            
support the police to put an end to the chaos’ and many more. Per contra, the liberal                 
corpus asserts that the police are intimidating and ruthless, placing heavy emphasis on             
the extreme brutality exacted by the police. This is evidenced in the repeated mention of               
police armed violence and how the police leverages it to coerce citizens into obedience.              
Furthemore, it uses phrases such as ‘laid siege’ and ‘...truly outrageous police brutality’             
to implicitly accentuate the extensive use of force by the police. It also uses accounts of                
citizens ‘worried how police would treat’ them and how citizens found that ‘the huge              
police presence is worrying’ to juxtapose the expectation that the police should be             
ensuring citizens feel safe, with reality. Hence, we can deduce that unlike their stances              
on the protesters, both corpora convey strongly opposing views of the police brutality             
used to suppress protests. 
 



 

 
 
Evidently, both ‘Law and Order’ and ‘Violent/Angry’ are key themes that undertone both             
corpora, with the conservative corpus having slightly greater Log-Ratios in both           
semantic domains than the liberal corpus, possibly due to its tendency to emphasise the              
illegality of the protests, as well as the aggression employed by protesters. However,             
the third and fourth most common themes in the liberal corpus relate to the military and                
their tools with relatively high Log-Ratios. Such a trend is not present in the              
conservative corpus. This suggests that the liberal corpus places a much larger            
emphasis on police actions and the subversive means they employ than its            
conservative counterpart. Rather, the theme of ‘Politics’ ranks fourth in terms of            
semantic domains in the conservative corpus and not in the liberal corpus. This             
reinstates that, through its careful choice of words and context, the conservative corpus             
prefers to frame the protests as a political issue; consequently drawing attention away             
from the social impacts involved. 
 
Furthermore, ‘Speech: Communicative’ ranks higher in semantic domains for the          
conservative corpus, and also has a greater Log-Ratio – 2.31 to 1.81 – than its liberal                
counterpart. This domain encapsulates neutral words that indicate the author quoted           



 

words by various parties. This suggests that the conservative corpus has a greater             
tendency to report events based on opinions by key figures rather than based on the               
facts of the events themselves. Moreover, ‘Speech Acts’, which encapsulates          
connotative words that reference sentiments expressed by various parties, ranks fifth in            
domains present in the conservative corpus. This implies that the conservative corpus            
frequently adds its own interpretation of sentiments expressed by various parties in its             
reporting. Cumulatively, one might infer that the conservative corpus tends to publish            
opinion-driven, rather than fact-driven, broadsheets, which are limited in reliability. 
 
Research Question 2 
How differently do Hong Kong and Chinese news sources portray the protests in their              
broadsheets and is there an obvious presence of IOB? 
 

 
 
From the table, we can draw several inferences. Firstly, the Chinese corpus places a              
large emphasis on the unlawfulness of protesters’ actions. This is evidenced by the             
extreme overuse of ‘unlawful, ‘illegal’ and ‘law’ relative to the Hong Kong corpus. This              
implies that the Chinese corpus asserts the view that protesters’ actions are done in the               
name of aggrievement rather than salvation. As the law is a construct that one would               
associate with morality, fairness and justice, by repeatedly stressing the point that the             
protesters are violating said law, this corpus fundamentally undermines the inherent           
ethical basis for the protests by deeming them as unjust and ungrounded. In short, the               



 

Chinese corpus rejects the protesters’ view that they are fighting for justice by             
reinstating that they are violating domestic law, hence avering that their cause could             
never be justified.  
 
Furthermore, the Chinese corpus reminds readers of the brutality involved in the riots.             
This is evidenced by the much higher frequency of occurrence of words associated with              
aggression, such as ‘violence’, ‘attacks’, ‘injured’ and even ‘riots’ itself. Although we are             
unable to tell which party these words refer to solely based on these figures, it is evident                 
that the Chinese corpus has a tendency to use more sensationalistic words. This             
reaffirms that the Chinese corpus aims to invoke strong feelings in readers towards the              
Hong Kong protests, and to a much larger extent than its Hong Kong counterpart.              
Hence, the notions of aggression and violence that many readers of the Chinese corpus              
may already have is further amplified and paints the whole issue in a negative light               
regardless of who those words refer to. 
 
Lastly, there is a significantly higher usage of words that deem the offenders defiant or               
deviant. The words ‘offenders’ and ‘extreme’ describe the protesters and their actions            
respectively, whereas ‘condemned’ describes the reactions towards said actions.         
‘Offenders’ implies that these protesters are violating norms and uprooting social order,            
rather than fighting for their civil rights and freedom; that they are innately vile and               
depraved in nature. ‘Extreme’ implies that the protesters are going too far, and are not               
normal, which implicitly stratifies protesters from what one would consider a supposed            
normal person. Moreover, it labels their actions as unnecessary and radical, which            
sharply contrasts the basis for the protest to begin with. Including ‘condemned’ further             
reinforces these connotations, as it portrays the protester’s actions as unsupported and            
misaligned with public norms and opinions. Hence, it plays to the bandwagon effect,             
which subtly influences readers to follow the herein stated views. 
 
Hereinbelow are extracts from a KWIC analysis of the Chinese corpus: 
  



 

Extract 2.1 - ‘protesters’ from Chinese corpus 

 
 
The most obvious trend is the word ‘radical’ preceding almost every listed occurrence of              
the word ‘protesters’. This clearly shows how the Chinese corpus vilifies the protesters             
by constantly highlighting the extremity and wrongfulness of their actions. Furthermore,           
radicalism is often associated with terrorism, which could also imply that the protesters’             
actions are akin to that of a terrorist, which then fleshes out the immoraility of their                
actions and draws ties between them and the negative associations with the idea of              
terrorism in the public’s eyes. Furthermore, the corpus states that protesters ‘wrecked            
havoc’, ‘committed destructive acts’, ‘assaulted’ and ‘besieged’, among other acts of           
aggression. While the harm done by protesters is undeniable, the use of such             
descriptors not only exaggerates the extent of the protesters’ actions, but also suggests             
that the protesters are extremely vicious and, as aforementioned, radical. Moreover,           
‘illegally’ frequently follows ‘protesters’, with one instance stating that they ‘should not            
be tolerated’. This plays on readers’ virtues and morality, as standing on the side of the                
protesters would imply one supports acts that erode society’s principles, as reflected by             



 

the law, and disrupt social order. Hence, readers are more likely to perceive the              
protesters’ actions as, as a whole, unjust, which paints the protests in a negative light. 
 
Extract 2.2 - ‘Police’ from Chinese corpus 

 
Contrary to their characterisation of protesters, the police are portrayed as just and             
heroic. Stating that ‘the police will spare no effort’ and ‘the Hong Kong Police Force has                
honored their duties’ implies that the police are vigilant in the face of adversity, that is                
the protests. While this implies that the police are fervent in enofrcing justice, this image               
is a one-sided portrayal that fails to consider all actions taken by the police. Instead, it                
emphasises and exaggerates the dedication of the police towards peacekeeping and           
suppressing the supposedly unjust riots. Furthermore, ‘internet users applauded armed          



 

police for being brave and skillful’ and ‘he praised the police for their hardworking and               
firm…’ further bolsters this effect. As above, it plays on the bandwagon effect but here it                
shows that the general public opinion of the police actions are wholly positive, and              
therefore implores one to stand on the side of the popular opinion. Moreover, terms that               
indicate brutality against the police, such as ‘assailed’, ‘repeatedly mounted attacks on’            
and more, are used to invoke sympathy for the police. As protesters are often portrayed               
as violent and aggressive, this shows how far they go to hurt the police, who are                
deemed as altruistic and the just force here. This plays to one’s pathos and ethos, as                
one would feel bad for the police who are being assaulted brutally even though they are                
merely keeping social order. Hence, one might detest the protesters while taking the             
side of the police, as the converse would go against their moral and emotional              
compass. 
 

 
From this table, we can draw several inferences. Firstly, the Chinese corpus has a              
much greater reporting slant. The Log-Ratio for the top two categories of each corpus,              
namely ‘Law and Order’ and ‘Violent/Angry’, are much higher in the Chinese corpus             
than its Hong Kong counterpart. The former shows how the Chinese corpus places a              



 

much greater emphasis on the legality and morality of the protesters’ actions, and             
prompts readers to consider its fairness and whether it is justified. While this effect can               
be said for both corpora, its prominence in the Chinese corpus is significantly larger. It               
also promotes the view that ‘order’ must be kept in Hong Kong, which is the role                
assumed by the police — implying that the protesters are its disruptors. The overuse of               
‘violent/angry’ words relative to its Hong Kong counterpart might imply that the Chinese             
corpus engages in emotional reporting to a larger extent. These words incite spiteful             
sentiments and apathy towards the protesters’ cause and actions, and invoke a hostile             
perception of the issue as a whole.  
 
Moreover, the Chinese corpus places a larger emphasis on reporting on underlying            
elements of the protests rather than the events of the protests. The 3rd most common               
semantic domain in the China corpus being ‘Crime’, whereas that of the Hong Kong              
corpus is ‘Speech: Communicative’. This implies that the Chinese corpus has a much             
larger tendency to reinforce the notion that acts committed by the protesters are             
immoral and illegal in nature, rather than reporting said actions in a neutral manner. The               
lack of communicative language also indicates that there is more input by the journalists              
themselves rather than quotes from external parties, which may imply a greater            
personal slant in the reporting of the Chinese corpus. Furthermore, by associating            
protesters with criminals, it deters readers from supporting protesters’ cause as           
criminals are often deemed as negative examples in society. Hence, regardless of            
whether their cause is objectively justified, many readers will take the opposite side to              
dissociate themselves from this perception. 
 
Discussion 
Evidently, ideological slants are present in all the above corpora, with the Chinese,             
Conservative and Liberal Hong Kong corpora having decreasing levels of pro-police           
sentiments, along with increasing levels of pro-protester sentiments. This is unsurprising           
as the Chinese government has a strong pro-police stance in line with its One China               
policy, which conservative Hong Kong citizens support. However, liberal Hong Kong           
citizens believe otherwise. Due to the clear inter- and intra-state polarisation on this             
issue, there is a clear and significant demand for media reporting on both sides of the                
aisle. 
 
Through the aforementioned slants, The Standard and SCMP provide conservative and           
liberal viewpoints, respectively, on the issue for readers of the corresponding ideological            
stance to read. These views conform to the identity of their respective “cultural groups”,              
which shows a clear confirmation bias, and an IOB where those on the opposite end of                
the political spectrum are the “out-group”. This is even more evident when comparing             



 

the Chinese and Hong Kong corpora. As most Chinese have strong nationalistic            
sentiments, the state media appeals to said emotions and classifies the protesters as             
the “out-group”, fleshing out the inherent IOB present in their reporting. This reaffirms             
the status quo, which is clear evidence of IOB at play. 
 
Granted, these results may be as expected. However, through this study, we have             
empirical, quantitative evidence to support our pre-existing notions, hence providing a           
more critical and objective approach towards the analysis of the media portrayal of the              
Hong Kong riots. By fleshing out these inherent reporting biases, we better understand             
the extent of bias in each news source’s reporting, and would therefore learn that we               
should take whatever we read with a pinch of salt, and diversify our news sources               
especially pertaining to such a contentious issue. 
 
Word Count (excl. title and references): 4752 
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